
Why BULATS?
BULATS tests are a fast and easy-to-use way of assessing workplace language profciency, to enhance

your CV and to Recruit and train staf with the right English language skills for success. 

BULATS is 

 prepared and validated by a world leader in language assessment – Cambridge ESOL – part of the

University of Cambridge 

 internatonally recognised and used by thousands of businesses, training providers and higher

educaton insttutons in over 70 countries

 the frst test of its kind to ofer four skills testng online, allowing for a very quick turnaround of

test results and ease of administraton

 fexible, in when and where a test can be taken. Candidates do not have to go to a dedicated

testng centre to take the test at specifc tmes/dates.

BULATS Online Reading and Writng tests use computer-adaptve technology which quickly and

accurately pinpoints the language ability of the test taker.

BULATS helps you or your organizaton to:

 become more compettve – it helps you develop a workforce with improved English skills, that can

communicate efectvely in internatonal business environments

 recruit more efciently by screening applicants’ language abilites

 know the strengths and weaknesses of your workforce

 identfy your training needs quickly and economically.

Meaningful results
There is no ‘pass’ mark for BULATS tests. BULATS scores are on a scale of 1 to 100. The scores are

aligned with the CEFR levels, ensuring that results are comparatve to internatonal standards. BULATS

scores are unique in that they also provide an organisaton, as well as a test taker, with a descripton of

what they can do at a specifc language level in each skill (Speaking, Reading, Writng and Listening).
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 “Can Do” statements
The organisaton and test taker receive a summary of Can Do statements aligned with the CEFR levels.

These are functonal/situatonal statements that describe what a candidate is expected to do at each

specifc CEFR level. For example, in the Reading and Listening test a candidate who receives a CEFR level

of B2 is expected to be able to understand most reports and non-routne leters, with dictonary help.

What are the tests?
The BULATS tests are used to fnd out the level of language ability. They assess communicaton skills

that are needed in real-life workplace situatons, using materials based on real business texts, tasks and

topics. 

Quick, reliable assessment of workplace language skills

BULATS has become the global benchmark for workplace language skills and is recognised by many of

the world’s leading organisatons. With BULATS, organisatons can assess workplace language skills with

speed and accuracy. BULATS Online tests can be taken at any computer with a fast internet connecton,

and at any tme, as long as the test is taken under secure conditons approved by your BULATS Agent.

Results are fast (or with some test optons, instant), helping you make informed decisions regarding

language ability.

Flexible test optons
As well as taking all four skills together, your organisaton can take the skill components as separate

standalone tests.
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